Before assembly study the final scene and keep in mind‐ It will help in Assembly
Disclaimer: We do not claim that model is 100 % correct. This product is non‐returnable and we cannot be made
responsible for any loss due to printing / assembly. You may have to slightly adjust the pieces during assembly. If
you wish, you may do some water color touch up here and there (after completing the model). © sanjaysrivastava
(This work is protected under Copy Right act. You cannot reproduce it or sell it to other party in any form.)

Assembly Instruction all the Three Styles of Bird
There assembly
instructions for
all types of
‘Sparrows’ are
common.
Therefore you
may
find
reference from all style.
1) Glue back to back – C with C1; D with D1; ‘Tail Fin’ with ‘Tail Fin
back’. Trim with the help of seizer (if there is any misalignment).
2) Complete all internal tabs for all the pieces (for Body parts ‘E’
& ‘F’, Head ‘A’, Wings, Beak ‘B’, Leg Covers ‘J’ & ‘K’). Some pieces
are shown in Fig ‐2
3) Fix ‘Beak’ to ‘Head’ (Fig ‐3); Join 7 with 7 and 8 with 8 to complete Tail (Fig ‐3);
4) Join Point ‘2’ with ‘2’ and Fix Wings to Body by joining points 3,4,5,6 (Fig – 3).
5) Join ‘1’ with ‘1’ to complete the body Fig ‐ 4.
3) Now fix head and Tail and your Bird base is ready for further assembly (Fig‐5).

Assembly Instruction for Stand
Glue all ‘Internal Tabs’ of
‘Stand‐2’ to get model as per
Fig‐A1. Now Glue all
‘Internal Tabs’ of ‘Stand 2’
as per reference Fig‐A2 to
get your stands.

Assembly Instruction for complete scene

For more detailed and reference figures, pl visit www.papercraftmodel.com/birds/sparrow/index.html for any
clarification write to sanjaycraftmodel@gmail.com

Before assembly study the final scene and keep in mind‐ It will help in Assembly

1)Prepare a wooden/ card board/ thick paper stand as per size shown in Fig – S1
and glue GROUND & WALL to make frame. Fix the Stands on the ground. Glue
‘Cover’ of Stand ‐1 on it. (Fig – S2).
2) Take thin wooden stick (like tooth picks) 2 nos each of size 11,11 & 5 cm and
wrap rough paper around it to make ‘Leg Base’ (Fig –S3).
3) Make small hole at ‘*’ mark of the ‘Bird‐ 1’ to insert the wooden stick (you
may change the ‘Hole Place’ slightly here and there as per your imagination for
Leg Location
4) Put some glue at the end of wooden stick of size 11 cm (2 nos) and insert it
into bird (Fig – S4). Wait for some time, so that it get properly fixed with bird.
5) Now glue ‘Leg cover ‘J’ & ‘K’ as per Fig‐S5 (with the help of glue, the narrow
portion of ‘Leg cover’ can be properly fixed with ‘Leg Base’.
6) Make two holes on ‘Stand’ and insert the bird. ‘Red Mark’ the distance on the Legs as per Fig‐ S6. Take out the
bird and fix the ‘M’ & ‘N’ up to that ‘Red Mark’ (cut short the ‘M’&’N’ as required)(Fig –S7).
7) After applying some glue at the end of wooden stick, insert it into Stand (Fig – S8).
8) Repeat these steps for ‘Bird‐2’ and ‘Bird‐3’ with the wooden stick of size 11 & 5 cm respectively. Place them as
per ‘Fig‐Final’.
9) There are 2 types of ‘leaves’. Glue them back to back to make ‘Leaves’ and ‘Green Strip’ back to back to make
branch. Fix leaves on branch and place ‘Leaves’ and branches here and there

For more detailed and reference figures, pl visit www.papercraftmodel.com/birds/sparrow/index.html for any
clarification write to sanjaycraftmodel@gmail.com

